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Abstract:
Nacelle lidars are an attractive alternative to meteorological masts for power
performance testing in complex terrain, because of the ease of deployment. This
report presents the comparison of wind speed and power curve measurements
using a nacelle-mounted 4-beam Wind Iris lidar to the standard mast-mounted
cup anemometer measurements, in a complex site. The model-fitting wind field
reconstruction technique using measurements between 0.5D and 1D upstream,
which has previously been demonstrated in flat terrain (Nørrekær Enge
campaign), is here tested in complex terrain.
The nacelle lidar has been deployed on a Vestas V112 turbine at the Ogorje wind
farm in Croatia between June and August 2017. The data analysis has been
performed with three different wind speed estimates applied to the exact same
dataset:
1) the cup anemometer wind speed measurements at 2.5D (285m) upstream.
2) the nacelle lidar wind speed estimate using the wind model fitting to the
measurement at 302 m upstream
3) the nacelle lidar wind speed estimate using the wind-induction model fitting
to the measurement between 0.5D and 1D upstream.
With the wind model, the wind speed estimate is 1.7% lower than the cup
anemometer wind speed, corresponding to an overestimate of 2.2 in AEP. With
the wind-induction model, the wind speed estimate is 2.5% lower than the cup
anemometer wind speed corresponding to an overestimate 3.6% in AEP. In the
latter case, the reference wind speed is the cup anemometer measurements
corrected using the site calibration.
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The difference between the two approaches though does not seem to be due to
the model and approach themselves, but rather indicate the difficulty to assess a
new method by comparison to a reference with relatively high uncertainty due to
the site calibration. Comparison without site calibration correction showed better
agreement between the lidar wind-induction approach and the cup anemometer
measurement (1.4% underestimation).
In this study, measurements from nacelle lidars close to the turbine rotor were
used to estimate the free stream wind speed. Using this technique, we
demonstrated that it is possible to measure a turbine’s power curve at a
(moderately) complex site without the need for a site calibration.
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Preface
This document reports the results of the data analysis of a measurement campaign conducted in 2017 at
Ogorje (Croatia), which investigated the use of nacelle-mounted lidar for power performance verification in
complex terrain.
The data was provided by Akuo Energy, a French renewable energy developer company. The studies were
performed by DTU Wind Energy as part of work package 4 of the Unified Turbine Testing project (UniTTe,
http://www.unitte.dk/) funded by Innovation Fund Denmark.
The report is the deliverable D.4.8 of the UniTTe project.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
Nacelle mounted lidars have been shown to be reliable alternatives to mast-mounted cup anemometers to
measure the wind speed for wind turbine power performance verification in flat terrain [1], [2]. It is much
easier and faster to install a lidar on the nacelle of a turbine than erecting a hub height meteorological mast.
As the erection of met. masts in complex terrain is particularly challenging and costly, nacelle lidars represent
a very attractive for power performance verification in such sites. The UniTTe project aims at testing this
approach and proposing adequate solutions.
Power performance verification relates the power output of a wind turbine to the energy present in the wind,
through the proxy of the wind speed. Ideally, this wind speed should be the wind speed at the turbine location
if there was no turbine, commonly called “free wind speed”. In flat terrain or offshore, it is fair to assume that
the wind speed measured upstream of the turbine rotor is identical to the wind speed at the turbine location
if there was no turbine, as long as the measurements are taken far enough from the rotor not to feel the
induction effect. In that respect, the IEC standard 61400-12-1 recommends to measure at 2.5D upstream [3].
However this assumption is failing quickly when the terrain becomes complex enough that it is affecting the
homogeneity of the flow within 200 to 500m of the turbine, e.g. in hilly or forested areas. In such sites, it is
then necessary to establish the relation between the wind speeds at the mast location and at the turbine
location before the turbine is erected. This is done through a site calibration process usually providing the
ratio of the wind speed measured by cup anemometers on the two masts (see Annex C in [3]).
A similar approach could be adopted with nacelle-mounted lidars. The lidar could be used to measure the
wind speed at 2.5D upstream of the turbine rotor. This however still requires performing a site calibration
beforehand. An alternative method has been proposed by Borraccino et al and tested in flat terrain [4]. In this
method, the nacelle-mounted lidar measures at several ranges between 0.5 and 1D upstream of the turbine
rotor. The wind speed measured at such short distance from the turbine is expected to be more similar to the
wind speed at the turbine location (if there was no turbine) than at 2.5D. However, this area is within the
induction zone where the wind speed is slowed down by the operating rotor. Borraccino’s method uses the
multiple-range measurements to fit a simple induction model and thus retrieves the free wind speed from the
lidar measurements.
In the UniTTe project, this method has been tested on two datasets from two measurement campaigns using
nacelle-mounted lidars in two different moderately complex sites. This report is presenting the results for one
of the site: Ogorje, in Croatia.
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IntroductionError! Reference source not found.

Two advantages of the Ogorje site for this analysis were that:
1) the reference mast used for standard power performance verification was still in place during the
measurement campaign performed with the nacelle lidar, thus providing a reference as per IEC
standards for comparison and evaluation of the lidar results;
2) a proper site calibration, as per IEC 61400-12-1 Ed.1 ([5]), has been performed with the same
reference mast, less than two years before the nacelle lidar measurement campaign [6]Error!
Reference source not found..
All the data and relevant information (including the site calibration report) were kindly provided to DTU by
Akuo Energy.
This report focuses on the measurement campaign performed with a nacelle-mounted lidar between June and
August 2017. The report describes the site and the instrumentation, the lidar performance and data, the data
processing, the data analysis in terms of wind characteristics comparison between the lidar and the mastmounted cup anemometer and the resulting measured power curves.
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Chapter 2
2 Measurement campaign
2.1 Site description
The test site is in the region Dalmacija, Croatia. It is located approximately 25 km North of Split, 10 km West
of Sinj and about 5 km East of the town of Gornje Ogorje. The wind farm is at an altitude of about 850m above
sea level. The vicinity of the test turbine is characterized by complex terrain, i.e. mountainous terrain with hills
and slopes. Several trees are located at and around the test site with heights up to about 7m for maximum.
The wind farm consists of 14 wind turbines of the same type Vestas V112-3MW with a hub height of 94m and
a rotor diameter of 112m. Obstacles as per the definition of IEC 61400-12-1 ([3]) are not present at the site
(see [6]). The power performance test is conducted on turbine number 6 (“WTG6”), see green circle in the
southernmost part of Figure 1.

Figure 1. Elevation map of the terrain around the Ogorje Wind farm, North oriented. The green circle shows
WTG6 position, blue circle the mast position and the other wind turbines are represented by North triangles.
Contour lines are shown every 5m (max = 950m).
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The test site requirements for a power performance measurement, according to IEC 61400-12-1, Annex B [3],
about topographical variations, are not fulfilled for the present site. Therefore, a site calibration measurement
has been performed by DEWI between the 09-05-2015 and the 18-08-2015 ([6]), see results in Table 1.
Table 1. Site calibration results in Ogorje, as obtained by DEWI in [6].
Wind direction [°]
Wind speed ratio
⁄V [-]
V

min
max

20
30

30
40

40
50

50
60

60
70

1,00097

1,01128

1,02619

1,02853

1,02311

2.2 Measurement setup and instrumentation
The instrumentation of the campaign is composed of three different measurement systems:
-

SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) of WTG6;
The “reference” meteorological mast used for the site calibration;
One nacelle-mounted lidar: a four-beam Wind Iris (4BWI), commercially available lidar product by
Avent Lidar Technology.

The coordinates of the mast and the test turbine are given in Table 2 [6]. The met. mast used as reference in
this analysis is the same as the reference mast from the site calibration and complies with the IEC 61400-12-1
Ed. 1 for power performance measurement.
Table 2. Mast and test turbine coordinates.

Turbine WTG6
Mast

Unit
Decimal degrees
UTM (33T)
Decimal degrees
UTM (33T)

East
16.292290
623182
16.532001
623402

North
43.719218
4841824
43.720801
4842004

The mast is located 285m (2.5 rotor diameters) from the turbine, in the 50.7° direction.

2.2.1 SCADA
10-minute statistics of mean turbine power, mean turbine yaw and turbine status signals were extracted from
the SCADA system.
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2.2.2 Meteorological mast
The met. mast is made of a lattice tower provided by Akuo Energy (subcontractor) and the meteorological
sensors were mounted by DEWI [6]. The sensors and their mounting comply with the requirements of IEC
61400-12-1 Ed.1 [ref]. The list of instruments is given in Table 3.
Table 3. List on sensors mounted on the met mast.
Sensor
Primary Wind
Speed
Control Wind
Speed
Mid way Wind
Speed
Lower Blade Top
Wind Speed
Wind Speed/
Wind
Direction/Flow
inclination
Primary Wind
Direction
Control Wind
Direction
Primary Air
Temperature and
Relative Humidity
Control Air
Temperature and
Relative Humidity
Air Pressure
Precipitation
Data logger

Type & Make
Cup anemometer
Thies First Class
Advanced
4.3351.00.000
Cup anemometer
Thies First Class
Advanced
4.3351.00.000
Cup anemometer
Thies First Class
Advanced
4.3351.00.000
Cup anemometer
Thies First Class
Advanced
4.3351.00.000
Ultrasonic
anemometer
Thies 4.3830.22.503

Measuring
Height
(a.g.l.)
94.0m

92.0m

Boom
direction
[°]

Comments/remarks

17.03.2017

Calibrated by DEWI

17.03.2017

Calibrated by DEWI

Top
mounted

118

66.0m

118

38.0m

118

91.8m

298

90.0m

118

Wind Vane
Thies First Class
Wind Vane
Thies First Class
Pt 100
Galltec

87.8m

18

89.2m

298

Pt 100
Galltec

89.2m

298

Capacitive
Vaisala PTB 110
Tippimg Bucket
Young 52203
CR-1000
Campbell

Installation
date

Calibrated by DEWI
Height corresponds to
Hub height minus ¼ WT
rotor diameter
Calibrated by DEWI

06-07-2015

5.5m
6.2m

Note 1: Lightning finial at 207°.
Note 2: The anemometer of the type Thies First Class Advanced is classified following IEC 61400-12-1, Annex I
as a class 3.0B sensor.
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2.2.3 Nacelle lidar
An Avent 4-beam Wind Iris (4BWI) nacelle lidar was installed by Avent on the nacelle of WTG6 on the 3rd of
May 2017 [7].
The 4BWI is a pulsed lidar system. The beams – also called lines-of-sight (LOS) – are numbered from 0 to 3 as
described in Table 4. LOS 0 and 2 (resp. 1 and 3) are separated by a vertical opening angle of 10° (in the plane
defined by those two beams). LOS 0 and 1 (resp. 2 and 3) are separated by a horizontal opening angle of 30°
(in the plane defined by those two beams, total opening angle).
Table 4. Beam position of Avent 4-beam Wind Iris relative to each other – seen from behind the lidar optical
head.
Left
Right
Top
0
1
Bottom
2
3
The lidar was installed at the back of the nacelle, on top and in the center of the cooling system (see Figure 2).
The lidar (lens) was estimated to be 4.5m above hub height 64[7] and estimated to be 14m behind the rotor
plane (horizontal distance). The 4BWI lidar was configured to measure at ten ranges as detailed in Table 5.

Figure 2. Photo of the4BWI lidar optical head at the back of the nacelle.
Table 5. Range configuration of the 4-beam Wind Iris lidar in Ogorje.
Range
Upstream dist.

#
[m]
[Drot]

1
61
0.42

2
72
0.52

3
83
0.62

4
95
0.72

5
106
0.82

6
117
0.92

7
145
1.17

8
173
1.42

9
229
1.92

10
302
2.57

The 302m range corresponds to an upstream distance close to 2.5Drot, the distance recommended by the
IEC61400-12-1 standard [3].
The beam trajectory of the 4BWI as configured in the Ogorje campaign can be visualised in Figure 3. The curve
representing the ground corresponds to the elevation profile when the turbine points in the direction of the
met. mast.
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Figure 3. Measurement trajectory of the 4-beam Wind Iris lidar. Top: 3D view. Bottom left: view from the back.
Bottom right: side view. The black vertical line represents the met. mast distance and the crosses its
instrumentation.

2.3 Timeline
The reference mast was first instrumented in May 2015. Cup anemometers were replaced with calibrated cup
anemometers on the 17th March 2017.
The nacelle lidar was installed on 3rd May 2017. Due to data acquisition issues (see Section 4.1), it was
decommissioned on 16th August 2017.
The period considered for the data analysis is between 2017-06-06 00:50 (UTC +1) and 2017-07-29 07:50
(UTC+1).
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2.4 Synchronisation of data
The time configuration of the different data acquisition systems is detailed in Table 6. Due to the time stamping
convention of the different systems, and due to different automatized MySQL database processes (employed
by DTU Wind Energy), the synchronisation was checked on a 10-minute time basis with reference to the
mast/SCADA (see Figure 4) using primarily the wind speed signals.
Table 6. Time configuration of the different data acquisition systems.
Measurement system
SCADA
Mast
4-beam Wind Iris

Clock config.
UTC+2 (local time)
UTC+2 (local time)
UTC+1

Time stamping .. of 10-minute period
at the end
at the end
at the end

All data were loaded in a MySQL database. The 10 minute statistics data from the lidar were derived from the
real time data and were time-shifted (“Name_sync”) forward in order to match the mast and SCADA data time
(see Figure 4). In the MySQL database, data are therefore stamped at the end of the 10 min periods.

Figure 4. Synchronisation between mast and lidar data: timeseries of wind speed (17th June 2017).
Left: before synchronization. Right: after synchronization.
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3 Wind conditions
This section provides information about the atmospheric wind conditions observed during the power
performance test. All graphs are based on 10-minute data.

3.1 Wind rose
The wind rose in Figure 5 is based on the wind speed and direction measured by the top-mounted cup
anemometer and the wind vane the closest to hub height respectively. The main wind direction at the site is
North East. The IEC wind sector – sector for which both reference mast and the turbine are free of wake of
surrounding obstacles according to requirements from IEC 61400-12-1, Ed. 2, Annex A (see [3]) – within which
the site calibration is valid is between 20 and 70 degrees (see details [6]).
During this measurement campaign, one third of the data corresponds to periods with wind directions
comprised in the valid measurement sector and the wind speed ranged from 0 to 18 ms-1 (see Figure 5Error!
Reference source not found.).
Wind speed [ms-1]

Figure 5. Wind rose for the period from 6th June to 29th July (UTC). Based on met. mast measurements at
@94m agl. (hub height).
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3.2 Wind direction
Figure 6 shows the variations of wind direction with time and Figure 7 shows the distribution of the wind
direction measured by the wind vane at 90m on the met mast, for the period from 2017-06-06 to 2017-07-29
(UTC+1).

Figure 6. Time series of wind direction measured by the wind vane @90m agl.

Figure 7. Histogram of wind direction measured by the wind vane @90m agl.
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3.3 Wind speed
Figure 8 shows the variations of wind speed with time, with green bars indicating wind direction in the IEC
sector. Figure 9 shows the distribution of wind speed measured by the mast cup anemometer at 94m agl. for
the period from 2017-07-25 to 2017-10-02 (UTC). Figure 10 shows the histogram of the wind speed for wind
directions within the site calibration sector (20°-70°).

Figure 8. Time series of wind speed measured by the cup anemometer @94m agl.

Figure 9. Histogram wind speed measured by the cup anemometer @94m agl.
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Figure 10. Histogram wind speed measured by the cup anemometer @94m agl. for periods within site
calibration sector (20-70 deg).

3.4 Shear, turbulence intensity and inflow angle
Figure 11 displays the distribution of the shear exponent within the site calibration sector (20-70 deg). The
shear exponent was derived from a least square fit through the cup anemometer measurements at three
heights: 38m, 66m and 94m agl. The shear exponent is mainly within the [0, 0.4] range, with an averaged value
of approximately 0.2.

Figure 11. Histogram of shear exponent estimated from the met. mast measurements, for wind directions
within the site calibration sector (20-70 deg).
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Figure 12 shows the distribution of the turbulence intensity measured with the cup anemometer at 94m agl.
for periods within the IEC wind sector. On average, the turbulence intensity is approximately 12%. For
comparison, the average turbulence intensity can be expected to be within 8% to 10% at a flat site, and as low
as 5% to 6% offshore.

Figure 12. Histogram of turbulence intensity measured by the cup anemometer @94m agl., for wind
directions within the site calibration sector (20-70 deg).
Figure 13 shows the distribution of the inflow angle measured by the sonic anemometer at 91.8m, for periods
within the IEC wind sector.

Figure 13. Histogram of inflow angle measured by the sonic anemometer @91.8m agl., for wind directions
within the site calibration sector (20-70 deg).
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4 Lidar performance
This section briefly reports on the performance of the 4BWI nacelle lidar during the campaign. All graphs are
based on 10-minute data.

4.1 Time series of raw signals
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the time series of the LOS wind velocities and carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR)
measured by the 4BWI at the 302m range prior to applying any filtering other than quality control of real-time
data (see Chapter 5). There has been two data gaps:
1) between 28-06-2017 00:00 and 07-07-2017 13:30 (UTC +1) (empty data files)
2) between 12-07-2017 07:10 and 17-07-2017 08:20 (UTC +1) (missing data files)
We do not know why those data are missing. If we compare to Figure 8, we can see that those periods
unfortunately correspond to high wind speed periods and directions inside the 20°-70° sector, which would
have been interesting for this analysis.
Nevertheless, for the rest of time, the LOS speed (Vlos) and the CNR of all four beams follow consistently the
same variations except for some peaks which have been removed before the data analysis by applying a quality
control described in chapter 5. The CNR remained between -25dB and -15dB for most of the time.

Figure 14. Time series of unfiltered lidar-measured LOS velocities @302m range.
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Figure 15. Time series of CNR @302m range – no filter.

4.2 Tilt and roll
The 4BWI lidar – and therefore its inclinometers – has not been calibrated. During installation, while the
turbine was at stand still, the static inclination angle readings were reported to -1.4° and -0.2° for tilt and roll
respectively. Note that a negative tilt angle means the lidar optical axis is looking downwards.
Figure 16 shows the histogram of the tilt angle (prior to applying any filtering other than quality control of
real-time data). The lidar tilt angle is higher than its static value – i.e. the tilt when the turbine is stopped – for
most of the time since the thrust on the rotor (when the turbine is operating) is making the turbine tower and
therefore the nacelle bend backwards. Indeed the tilt increases with the wind speed, up to rated speed
(maximum thrust), as shown in Figure 17. The 10-minute tilt average has been used to get the actual position
of the beam in the wind characteristic reconstruction (see chapter 6).
Figure 18 shows the histogram of the roll angle. The lidar’s roll has been lower than the static -0.2° value for
most of the time since the rotation of the rotor (when the turbine is operating) is making the turbine nacelle
roll slightly to one side. Indeed this effect increases with the wind speed, up to rated speed, as shown in Figure
19.
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Figure 16. Histogram of lidar tilt, for wind directions within the site calibration sector (20-70 deg).

Figure 17. Lidar tilt vs. cup wind speed @94m agl., for wind directions within the site calibration sector (20-70
deg).
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Figure 18. Histogram of lidar roll, for wind directions within the site calibration sector (20-70 deg).

Figure 19. Lidar roll vs. cup wind speed @94m agl., for wind directions within the site calibration sector (2070 deg).
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5 Lidar data processing and quality control
This chapter describes the processing of the raw nacelle lidar data and their quality control. The processing of
the raw lidar data was performed differently from the methods embedded on the lidar systems and designed
by the lidar manufacturers. The processing performed on the 4BWI lidar uses in-house (DTU) developed
algorithms and codes, which have previously been demonstrated within the UniTTe project (see [2], [4]).

5.1 Lidar data QC
The time series of real-time raw data (not filtered) from the 4BWI were graphed for the entire campaign, by
blocks of 10 minutes. The measurement data we analysed were: LOS velocity (Vlos), CNR and spectral width of
Vlos (denoted dRWS). The data was plotted only for real-time measurements indicated as valid per the
embedded flag, i.e. when the parameter “RWS_status” = 1.
This flag proved to be insufficient as obvious outliers remained. Such outliers were investigated and several
types of reasons were identified. We have therefore implemented some further quality control of the 1Hz LOS
data before computing the 10-minute statistics. The quality control of the 4BWI is described in this paragraph.
One reason for those outliers was found to be due to one of the LOS hitting a met mast. Hitting a hard target
(HT) can have an effect on three parameters:
1) a very high CNR at the range gate of the hard target;
2) a low LOS speed;
3) a low spectral width (dRWS) (typically, the hard target is not fully hit by the lidar beam)
Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22 show an example of a 10-minute period during which LOS 3 hits the met
mast. The three effects mentioned above can be seen clearly.
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Figure 20. LOS speed time series at 302m range for one chosen 10-minute period (2017-06-08 03:40 – 03:50).

Figure 21. CNR time series at 302m range for one chosen 10-minute period (2017-06-08 03:40 – 03:50).

Figure 22. Spectral width (dRWS) time series at 302m range for one chosen 10-minute period (2017-06-08
03:40 – 03:50).
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Nevertheless the absolute value of those three parameters – LOS speed, CNR and spectral width – can vary
during the campaign due to the varying wind and aerosols conditions. Therefore we have defined hard target
events as relative values between the different LOS. Furthermore, all three conditions are always clearly
detectable. Thus three combinations of parameters were applied to detect hard target events. We considered
that one of the lidar LOS (LOS i) was hitting a hard target if at least one of the three following flags were raised.
Those flags were evaluated for all the 1Hz data.
Flag HT1: Low LOS speed and high CNR
True for LOS i when, for all other LOS j (𝑗 ≠ 𝑖):
1. 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑅𝑊𝑆 ) < 0.2 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑅𝑊𝑆
and
2. 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑅𝑊𝑆 > 2 𝑚𝑠
and
3. 𝐶𝑁𝑅 > 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝐶𝑁𝑅 + 2 𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝐶𝑁𝑅

+ 1𝑑𝐵

Flag HT2: High CNR and large spectral width
True for LOS i when, for all other LOS j (𝑗 ≠ 𝑖):
1. 𝐶𝑁𝑅 > 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝐶𝑁𝑅 + 2 𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝐶𝑁𝑅 + 1𝑑𝐵
and
2. 𝑑𝑅𝑊𝑆 > 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑑𝑅𝑊𝑆 + 3 𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝑑𝑅𝑊𝑆
Flag HT3: low LOS speed and large spectral width
True fo rLOS i when, for all other LOS j (𝑗 ≠ 𝑖):
1. 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑅𝑊𝑆 ) < 0.2 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑅𝑊𝑆
and
2. 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑅𝑊𝑆 > 2 𝑚𝑠
and
3. 𝑑𝑅𝑊𝑆 > 𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑑𝑅𝑊𝑆 + 3 𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝑑𝑅𝑊𝑆
We also observed that some outliers characterised by very high LOS speed (up to 40-50ms -1) and low CNR
were not caught by any of those flags. These outliers were not due to a beam hitting a hard target but another
reason we could not clearly identified here. In order to detect and eventually discard those erroneous data, a
fourth flag has been defined as follow:
Flag E: high LOS and low CNR
1. 𝐶𝑁𝑅 < −25 𝑑𝐵
and
2. 𝑅𝑊𝑆 > 15 𝑚𝑠
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The real time data, for each LOS, were filtered so that:
-

RWS_status=1;
And
Flag HT1=0
And
Flag HT2=0
and
Flag HT3=0
And
Flag E=0.

The 10-minute statistics used in the rest of the analysis were evaluated from the quality-controlled time series.
In order to know how much data was remaining in each 10-minute period after applying those filters, we have
defined a 10-minute LOS availability parameter as the ratio between the number of data remaining after
quality control and the measurement attempts (150 for each LOS for a normal period).

5.2 Lidar data availability
The following figures show the 4BWI the LOS3 availability as a function of mean CNR and LOS velocity. LOS 3
showed the lowest availability amongst the four LOS. Identical plots for the other LOS are shown in Error!
Reference source not found..

Figure 23. Lidar LOS availability as a function of mean CNR. Left: for all data. Right: data within the IEC sector
(20-70 deg).
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Figure 24. Lidar LOS availability as a function of mean LOS speed. Left: for all data. Right: data within the IEC
sector (20-70 deg).
There is a small tendency of the availability to increase with LOS velocity. This is due to the increase in turbine
rotor speed, allowing the beam to get through the rotor more often.
The LOS availability drops rapidly for CNR below -23dB approximately. Above -23dB, there is no clear
dependence between availability and CNR. We have therefore chosen to apply a filter on both parameters
(CNR and availability) for each LOS.
The filters applied on the availability were therefore chosen as a compromise to ensure high quality data but
not to discard the low wind speed range, which is necessary for the power curve measurement.

5.3 Data filtering
The filtering of the 10-minute data was done according to the following criteria:
-

Turbine yaw between 20° and 70°;
Wind vane direction between 20° and 70°;
Turbine status = 1 (operating and connected to the grid);
4BWI lidar, for all four LOS at each selected range
o LOS availability > 70%;
o Mean CNR > -23 dB;
o Inclinometers availability > 0.9;
o (extra) hard target filter: with Δ𝐶𝑁𝑅 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐶𝑁𝑅 ) − 𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝐶𝑁𝑅 ) the amplitude of
CNR values during one period, if Δ𝐶𝑁𝑅 > 𝑎𝑣𝑔 Δ𝐶𝑁𝑅
+ 15𝑑𝐵 then the 10-minute
period is filtered out.
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The final dataset is obtained by joining (same time periods) the filtered datasets corresponding to the wind
field reconstruction (see Chapter 6):
-

Using the “wind” model (see Section 6.2.1) at the 302m range;
Using the combined “wind-induction” model (see Section 6.2.2) and measurements at four ranges
close the turbine rotor – 61m, 72m, 83m and 95m.

The detailed analysis of the filters and their impact on data selection are presented in Table 7 Error! Reference
source not found.. The main observations from this analysis are that:
1) About 26% of the data is within the site calibration sector, both in terms of turbine yaw position and
wind direction as measured by the wind vane;
2) The turbine status is not 1 about 30% of the time;
3) The 4BWI filters discard (sequential filtering) 4% of data for both the wind model and wind-induction
models;
The joining of the two datasets (corresponding to the two different reconstruction models) removes 10% of
the remaining data. The final valid data represents 14% of the complete dataset.
Table 7. Analysis of data filters for the power curve test.

Turbine yaw
Turbine status
Wind direction

Valid data
[-]
1531
3757
1413

LOS availability
CNR
(extra) Hard target
Inclinometers avail.

4575
4575
5358
4965

LOS availability
CNR
(extra) Hard target
Inclinometers avail.
Joining datasets
Result

4512
4436
5487
4969
-
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Individual filtering
Sequential filtering
Filtered data
Filtered data
Valid data
[-]
[%]
[-]
[%]
3964
72,1%
1531
3964
72,1%
1738
31,6%
1172
4323
78,7%
4082
74,3%
1138
4357
79,3%
using wind model @302m range
920
16,7%
1070
4425
80,5%
920
16,7%
933
4562
83,0%
137
2,5%
865
4630
84,3%
530
9,6%
865
4630
84,3%
using wind-induction model @61,72,83,95m ranges
983
17,9%
1067
4428
80,6%
1059
19,3%
849
4646
84,5%
8
0,1%
849
4646
84,5%
526
9,6%
849
4646
84,5%
767
4728
86,0%
767 (14 % valid data)

All data
[-]

5495
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6 Wind field reconstruction
The wind field characteristics (hub height horizontal wind speed, vertical shear, yaw misalignment, etc) were
reconstructed using the model-fitting method described in [4]. The method was adapted in order to account
for the terrain complexity by integrating a terrain (elevation) correction into the wind field reconstruction
algorithms.

6.1 Hub coordinate system
The wind field reconstruction is performed in this study in the hub coordinate system (CS).
The hub CS (ℋ, xℋ⃗, yℋ⃗, zℋ⃗) is a right-handed Cartesian orthonormal system with its origin at the center of
the rotor plane (longitudinal direction). The x-axis of the hub CS is closely aligned with the rotor axis, which in
reality is inclined by some degrees. The x-axis points downwind (i.e. measurements located upstream of the
rotor plane correspond to negative xℋ coordinates). (xℋ⃗, yℋ⃗) defines a horizontal plane.

6.2 Models
Two reconstruction models were used in this analysis: the wind model and the wind-induction model. A short
description of each model is given below. Further details can be found in [4].

6.2.1 Wind model
The wind model used in this study makes three assumptions on the spatial variability of the wind field.
First, it assumes that the wind vector V⃗ = [u, v, w] is horizontal, i.e. that the vertical wind component w is
zero. Thus the wind vector becomes two-dimensional (V⃗ = [u, v, 0]). Here, u and v are the longitudinal and
transverse wind speeds, respectively.
Secondly, it assumes that the wind speed V = √u + v is horizontally homogeneous. The wind model
characterises the vertical shear with the power law and a shear exponent.
Third, the wind direction 𝜃 relative to the lidar optical axis (corresponding to the turbine “yaw misalignment”)
is considered homogeneous (possible variations of the wind direction with height are ignored).
The wind model is parameterized by three wind characteristics: the hub height wind speed V
wind direction 𝜃 and the shear exponent 𝛼.

, the relative

The wind model is defined as follow:
V(zℋ ) = V
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is the wind speed at hub height (zℋ = 0), α is the shear exponent, and:
V
with

=

u +v

u(zℋ ) = V(zℋ ) cos 𝜃 ; v(zℋ ) = V(zℋ ) sin 𝜃 .

For each 10-minute period, the three wind characteristics are fitted to the nacelle lidar LOS speeds.
This wind model was fitted to the nacelle lidars LOS speeds measured at 302m upstream, so that the hub
height wind speed could be compared to the mast mounted cup anemometer wind speed measurement.

6.2.2 Wind-induction model
The wind-induction model includes the horizontal variation of the wind speed with the distance upstream
from the turbine rotor.
The induction model (one-dimensional) we used results from the vortex-sheet theory (vortex cylinder) applied
to the actuator disk model of a wind turbine rotor [9]. The analytical expression for the induction model is
given by:
𝑢 ξ=

xℋ
R

=𝑢

1−a

1+

𝜉
1+𝜉

.

with a the axial induction factor (directly related to the thrust forces exerted by the turbine on the wind
flow), u is the longitudinal component of the free stream wind speed – wind speed the same location if there
was no turbine –, R

is the rotor radius and ξ =

ℋ

is the non-dimensional longitudinal distance from the

rotor plane.
The induction model is combined with the wind model by assuming that only the longitudinal wind speed
contributes to the generation of thrust. Consequently the transverse wind speed v remains constant when
approaching the rotor. The final expression for the model flow field wind speed thus becomes:

V(xℋ , zℋ ) = V

zℋ + H
H

=

zℋ + H
H

𝑢

1−a

1+

𝜉
1+𝜉

+𝑣 ,

where V = 𝑢 + 𝑣 is the free stream wind speed at hub height, θ is the relative wind direction (or yaw
misalignment), 𝑢 = V cos θ and 𝑣 = V sin θ are the axial and transverse components of the free
stream wind vector.
For each 10-minute period, the four wind characteristics (V , θ , α, a ) are fitted to the nacelle lidar LOS
speeds. The wind induction model was applied to simultaneous measurements at four nacelle lidar ranges
(upstream distance): 61,72,83 and 95m, corresponding approximately to 0.42, 0.62 and 0.72 rotor diameter.
Note: the two models can be adapted in order to include extra parameters such as veer or an inflow angle.
Inflow angles (i.e. vertical wind components) can be significant in complex terrain. However, it is clear that the
retrieval of the inflow angles is rather inaccurate for the nacelle lidar: because the lidar beams angle from the
horizontal is small (here <10°).
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6.3 Terrain correction
Furthermore, both the wind and wind-induction models were applied with two different assumptions:
1) The terrain height variations between the lidar measurement position and the turbine position were
ignored: the model fitting was assuming that the lidar axis (which, together with the lidar geometry,
defined the height of each LOS above the ground) was at the same height (hub height + height above
nacelle) above the ground at any distance upstream of the turbine;
2) The terrain height variation was accounted for in the model fitting: The actual height of the each LOS,
at each measurement distance, was calculated based on an elevation map of the terrain around the
turbine (Source: Akuo Energy).
The height of the LOS relative to the ground affects directly the fitting to the vertical shear parameter (see
Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2). The terrain correction was therefore implemented by using terrain data as extra
inputs to the fitting routine. Figure 25 displays a flow chart describing the model-fitting wind field
reconstruction methodology (more explanations can be found in [4]) and showing at which step of the
algorithm the terrain correction was integrated.

Figure 25. Flow chart of the model-fitting Wind Field Reconstruction methodology including the terrain
correction.
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The principles of the terrain correction algorithm are as follows:
-

-

-

Elevation profiles are extracted from the map at the center 10°-wide direction sectors. The
resulting 36 elevation profiles start at the turbine position. We chose to use a distance up to
approximately 500m.
For each 10-minute period
o Take the yaw direction from the SCADA;
o Find the direction sector in which each used LOS lies. Note: this means the terrain
correction is not a single elevation difference for all beams, but beam dependent
(typically, beams on the “left” and “right” from the lidar point of view are corrected
independently).
o Find the elevation difference Δ𝑧 at the measurement locations (i.e. horizontal distance
along the beam direction). Note: hence, in the case where several ranges are used (e.g.
with the wind-induction model), the terrain correction is different at each range.
Correct the vertical coordinate zℋ (hub CS) by computing zℋ,
= zℋ + Δ𝑧.

In the wind model (combined wind-induction, respectively), replace zℋ by zℋ,
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7 Results on horizontal wind speed
This chapter shows the results of the nacelle lidar wind speed estimate. Both the reconstructions with the
wind model and the wind-induction model (see resp. sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 in chapter 6) are demonstrated.
In each case, the lidar wind speed at hub height is compared to the mast top-mounted cup anemometer
measurements (with or without correcting for the site calibration depending on cases). The analysis is based
on the 10-minute average values. For proper comparison of the results from the different methods, the exact
same dataset has been used (see filtering in Section 5.3) throughout the whole analysis.

7.1 Wind model
The wind model was fitted to the lidar measurements at 302m range (302-14=288m upstream the rotor) –
close to the distance from the turbine to the met. mast (of 285m, see section 2.2.2).
Figure 26 shows the comparison of the lidar wind speed estimate and the cup measurements. In the left figure
the terrain height variations relative to the lidar optical axis is ignored (equivalent to assuming flat terrain)
while in the right figure the height of each LOS relative to the terrain is accounted for. If the terrain variations
are ignored, the LOS are considered 6m too low, which affects the vertical shear estimate and therefore affects
the estimate of all parameters ( i.e. wind speed at hub height and yaw misalignment).
Note that in this comparison the cup anemometer wind speed was not corrected with the site calibration since
both the lidar measurements and the cup measurements were taken at 288m away from the turbine.
The lidar horizontal wind speed is 1.7% lower than the cup anemometer wind speed on average. The
coefficient of determination shows relatively low scatter with value of R = 0.995. A slight improvement was
obtained by accounting for the actual height of the LOS above the ground level.
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Figure 26. Comparison of the nacelle lidar wind speed estimates using the wind model at 302m to the mastmounted cup anemometer measurements. Left: without terrain height correction. Right: with terrain height
correction.
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7.2 Wind induction model
7.2.1 Results
Contrary to the simple wind model, the wind-induction model is fitted to lidar measurements at four distances
simultaneously, within 0.4 to 0.75 rotor diameters (Drot) upstream of the turbine – i.e. lidar ranges from 61 to
95m. The effect of the terrain on the flow within this relatively short distance is expected to be smaller than
the effect at 302m upstream as the terrain variations are smaller and with it the flow evolution.
In this case, we assume that the wind flow within 0.75Drot is identical to the wind at the turbine location if
there was no turbine except for the rotor induction effect. This effect is accounted for in the wind-induction
model. Therefore the free stream wind speed estimated with this reconstruction is compared to the wind
speed expected at the turbine location if there was no turbine. Such wind speed is, in principle, given by the
cup anemometer measurements corrected with the site calibration.
From the model-fitting method we can consider two types of wind speeds for this comparison:
1) the “free wind speed” at hub height which is a direct output of the fit (V in section 6.2.2). Note this is
an artificial wind speed that cannot be measured directly. In this case, the free wind speed provided from
the lidar measurements and the reconstruction algorithm is compared to the cup wind speed corrected
with the site calibration (Table 1). See Figure 27.
2) the wind speed estimated at hub height at 302m upstream, using the wind-induction model and the fitted
values for the four model parameters (free wind speed, shear, yaw misalignment and induction factor).
This remains an artificial wind speed (that cannot be measured directly) because the complex terrain
effects on the flow are ignored. Using the wind field characteristcics values from the fitting process to
estimate the wind speed at 302m upstream only enables us to account for the fact that the flow is not
truly free of the rotor induction effect (the wind speed at 2.5D upstream of the turbine is slightly lower
than the free wind speed). Furthermore, such a comparison (shown in Figure 28) implicitly assumes that
the turbine induction affects the nacelle lidars and mast measurements in the same manner – which is
not the case since the turbine nacelle is not always aligned with the turbine-mast direction. The cup
anemometer is affected by the rotor blockage effect only part of the time (depending on the wind
direction) whereas the nacelle lidar measurement are always affected.
Again, in each case, the models were fitted with and without accounting for the terrain height variations
relative to the LOS heights.
In Figure 27, the scatter is a little larger (lower R ) than in the comparison between the wind model results
and the cup measurements. The gain is slightly lower, showing a 2.1% underestimation on average of the wind
speed. The height correction in the fit here does not bring any improvement – contrary to the campaign in Hill
of Towie, reported in [8]. The height difference between the two assumptions (constant height and varying
height of LOS relative to the terrain) is much smaller for measurements up to 0.75Drot than at 2.5Drot upstream
(302m range).
The difference between the free wind speed and the wind speed affected by the induction effect at 302m
upstream of the turbine is shown to be about 0.3% only (e.g. gain of 0.971 (Figure 28 right) compared to 0.974
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(Figure 27 right)). Therefore, the use of the wind-induction model does not explain the 2.6% difference
between the lidar and the mast observed in Figure 27 right . Other explanations may come from:
1)

the inadequacy of the models used in the lidar wind field reconstruction, which does not account for
the terrain effect on the flow. The effect of the terrain could create variations in the flow field which
are not adequately described by a vertical power law shear and the simple induction model from [9].
However Borraccino et al [4] found difference up to 0.8% between the lidar wind speed estimate and
the cup measurements in flat terrain (depending on the lidar type and the wind sector). The effect of
the complex terrain on the flow is therefore not expected to explain all of the difference observed in
the Ogorje measurements. This has been confirmed by the results obtained using a model including
an inflow angle (see chapter 9).

2)

the validity and uncertainty of the measured site calibration results (this is further discussed in 7.2.2.

3)

the lidar was not calibrated. A calibration would have shown how well the LOS speed measurement
relates to a calibrated reference and therefore if there was any bias requiring some correction of the
lidar measurements.

Figure 27. Comparison of the nacelle lidar free wind speed estimates using the wind-induction model to the
corrected (site calibration) mast-mounted cup anemometer measurements. Left: without terrain height
correction. Right: with terrain height correction.
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Figure 28. Comparison of the nacelle lidar wind speed estimates at 302m using the wind-induction model to
the corrected (site calibration) mast-mounted cup anemometer measurements. Left: without terrain height
correction. Right: with terrain height correction.
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7.2.2 Discussion on the site calibration
Before questioning the lidar wind speed estimate with the wind-induction model, we need to question the
reference wind speed measurement: the cup wind speed measurements corrected with the site calibration.
The site calibration results in an increase of the cup anemometer wind speed by about 2% whereas a decrease
in wind speed would have been expected because the wind turbine is located at a lower height than the
reference met mast.
For information, we have compared the lidar free wind speed estimate to the cup anemometer measurements
without SC correction (see Figure 29). Since the cup anemometer wind speed without correction is lower (no
speed-up factor), the agreement with the lidar estimate is higher (higher gain, comparable R ).

Figure 29. Comparison of the nacelle lidar free wind speed estimates using the wind-induction model (with
terrain correction) to the mast-mounted cup anemometer measurements NOT corrected with the site
calibration.
A numerical site calibration was also performed (credit: A.R. Meyer Forsting). The results are displayed in
Figure 30. The “traditional” numerical site calibration results correspond to the blue curve: the wind speed is
extracted at hub height agl. at the exact locations of the turbine and mast. Simulations were conducted for
wind direction from 0° to 90° with a 1° step, and three different wind speeds (4, 10, 16 m.s -1).
For the 20°-70° sector (IEC sector), the results of the numerical site calibration (blue curve) show wind speed
ratios between 0.975 and 0.985 (speed-down), whereas the experimental site calibration gives ratios between
1.00 and 1.03 (speed-up).
For information, the effects of different parameters used to run the CFD simulations of the numerical site
calibration on the speed ratios are shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 30. Numerical site calibration results. Areas in yellow are for directions outside of the valid (measured)
site calibration sector. Left: purple area shows range of speed ratios based on the wind speed at the low and
top of rotor disk. Right: red area shows range of speed ratios with different roughness length for the
simulations.

Figure 31. Effects of simulation parameters (grid resolution, roughness length, etc) on the numerical site
calibration results.
Correcting the cup anemometer wind speed measurements with the numerical site calibration results in a
lower cup wind speed and therefore in higher gain in the regression between the lidar free wind speed and
the corrected cup wind speed (see Figure 32). Using the numerical instead of the experimental site calibration
gives nacelle lidar V estimates higher than the corrected cup by 0.8% on average (instead of 2.1%
underestimations.
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Figure 32. Comparison of the nacelle lidar free wind speed estimates using the wind-induction model (with
terrain correction) to the corrected (numerical site calibration) mast-mounted cup anemometer
measurements.
Those considerations demonstrate the low reliability of the reference used in the comparisons of this chapter
(e.g. in Figure 27). It however does not allow us to conclude on whether the numerical site calibration is more
or less correct than the experimental site calibration. The experimental site calibration has been performed
according to the IEC 61400-12-1:2005. As such, it remains the best available reference method. This discussion
highlights the difficulty in assessing the accuracy of a new method for power performance verification by
comparison to the standard method.
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Chapter 8
8 Results on secondary wind characteristics
This chapter presents succinctly the results on “secondary” wind characteristics – as the primary interest in
PCV in the wind speed – estimated from the two nacelle lidars measurements. These secondary characteristics
are the wind shear and the wind yaw misalignment (also called relative wind direction) at hub height.

8.1 Vertical wind shear
The vertical wind shear is assumed to follow a power law. The nacelle lidar shear exponent estimate has been
compared to the shear exponent derived from fitting the wind speed measured by cup anemometers at three
heights: 38m, 66m and 94m agl.

8.1.1 Wind model
Error! Reference source not found. shows the results where the wind model is fitted to the lidar
measurements at 208m. On average, the lidar estimates of the wind shear exponent are within 15% of the
mast-fitted values, with linear coefficients of determination R2 of 0.65.
One plausible explanation for the observed differences is the fact that the mast does not cover the same range
of heights as the 4BWI lidar measures both below and above hub height (see higher agreements in the results
in the Hill of Towie campaign [8]). Contrary to our expectations, accounting for the LOS heights relative to the
terrain does not have much impact on the correlation between the lidar and the mast-based shear exponents.
The power law may not be the best model to represent wind profile in complex terrain. It has here been used
mainly for its simplicity. The goodness of fit of the power law to the three cup anemometer measurements
could have given some indication on the adequacy of this choice. However, it has not been evaluated here.

Figure 33. Comparison of the nacelle lidar wind shear estimates using the wind model at 302m to the mastbased measurements. Left: without terrain height correction. Right: with terrain height correction.
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8.1.2 Wind-induction model
Figure 34 shows the results where the wind-induction model is fitted to lidar measurements within 61m to
95m (0.4 to 0.75Drot) upstream of the turbine.
The shear exponent estimated with the wind-induction model does not correlate with the mast shear
exponent as well as the exponent estimated with the simple wind model (Figure 33) – R2 of approximately
0.45. These can explained first by the fact the lidar LOS covers a lower range of heights at those distance than
at 302m (due to the opening angle of the lidar beams). Secondly, the wind profile may change between 302m
and 95m upstream of the turbine due to the effect of the local terrain on the flow.

Figure 34. Comparison of the nacelle lidar wind shear estimates using the wind-induction model to the mastbased measurements. Left: without terrain height correction. Right: with terrain height correction.
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8.2 Yaw misalignment
The wind yaw misalignment is analysed by plotting it as a function of wind speed. A moving bin-averaged trend
line was also computed. The yaw misalignment estimates from the 4BWI lidar is directly output by the WFR
algorithms, while the “reference” yaw misalignment is taken as the difference between the wind direction
measured by the mast-mounted vane at 90m agl and the turbine yaw position.

8.2.1 Wind model
Figure 35 displays the nacelle lidar-estimated yaw misalignment using the wind model at 302m. The observed
trend and scatter of the yaw misalignment are consistent with the values obtained from the difference
between wind vane and and SCADA yaw directions. The terrain correction makes no change to the results
Overall, this is an excellent result provided that all three systems may have offsets in the direction retrieval
due to:
- For the 4BWI, the difficulty of aligning the optical centreline to the axis of the rotor;
- For wind vane direction and turbine yaw position, the uncertainty in the North offset.
According to the 4BWI reconstruction at 302m, the turbine yaw misalignment is on average within -2°/+2°.
Note: in verification trials, the SCADA yaw misalignment fed into the turbine controller is commonly
considered to require corrections when it exceeds 5°.

Figure 35. Scatter plots of yaw misalignment estimated from the nacelle lidar wind speed estimates using the
wind-induction model, and using the wind vane measurements @90m agl. Left: without terrain height
correction. Right: with terrain height correction.

8.2.2 Wind-induction model
Figure 36 displays the nacelle lidar-estimated yaw misalignment using the wind-induction model and lidar
measurement at four distances close to the rotor (61m, 72m, 83m, 64m and 95m). The observed trend and
scatter of the yaw misalignment are also consistent with the values obtained using the wind vane and and
SCADA yaw directions.
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It is worth noting that the scatter in yaw misalignment is lower than when using the wind model (Figure 35).
This is another benefit of using short-range nacelle lidar measurements.

Figure 36. Scatter plots of yaw misalignment estimated from the nacelle lidar wind speed estimates using the
wind-induction model, and using the wind vane measurements @90m agl. Left: without terrain height
correction. Right: with terrain height correction.
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9 Results using 3-dimensional wind vector
CHAPTER NOT FINALISED – To be taken care of by Rozenn?
The main effect of the complex terrain on the flow is expected to deviate the flow from horizontal propagation
and give it a vertical component (inflow angle). This can be accounted for in the reconstruction by using a 3
dimensional (3D) wind model for the fitting. The 2D model used before assumes that the vertical component
of the wind w=0 m/s, whereas the 3D model assumes that w can have a value different from 0 (it is positive if
the flow goes upward). We have tested this approach by including the inflow angle in the wind-induction
model.
The comparison of the lidar estimated wind speed, shear and inflow angle are shown in Figure 37and Figure
38. Note that the dataset here is not exactly the same as the one used in the previous sections. The initial
datasets are not made of the exact same 10 minutes periods for the estimation using the wind model and that
using the wind-induction model. Moreover, the reconstruction algorithm failed converging in many cases (this
is not fully understood), which contributed to reduce the number of periods usable in the comparisons and
increase the difference in the datasets (see number of points (N) in each plot). We should therefore be
cautious about the interpretation of those results. They are included here as indicative information to support
the investigation of the difference observed between the lidar and the cup anemometer measurements.
Nevertheless, further investigation would be needed to consolidate confidence in those results.

9.1.1 Wind speed

Figure 37. Lidar wind speed comparison 302 m
upstream using wind model vs mast (not
corrected).
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Figure 38. Lidar V_infinity from wind-induction
model vs mast corrected with site calibration.
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The lidar wind speed estimate obtained with the 3D wind model (Figure 37) does not compare to the cup
anemometer measurements as well as the 2D wind model (Figure 26), in particular the regression gain is lower
by 1%.
For the wind induction model though, the regression gain is higher by 0.5% with the 3D wind-induction model
(Figure 38 compared to Figure 27) but the coefficient of determination is considerably smaller. Note that the
number of data is also larger than in Figure 27 and Figure 37.
Contrary to what we could have expected, using the 3D wind model (including an inflow angle as a fitting
parameter) for the reconstruction of the wind parameters from the lidar measurements did not provide better
results than the 2D wind model.
Adding a new parameter in the wind model adds a degree of freedom in the fitting, which somehow influences
the resulting values for all parameters. Furthermore the contribution of the w component to the LOS speed
measurements are relatively small due to the small angle of the lidar beams to the horizontal which confer a
high uncertainty of the retrieval of the w componenet of the wind. Finally, the amplitude of the inflow angle
for this measurement campaign is relatively small (see Figure 13).
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10 Model fitting residuals
The “model adequacy” of the wind and combined wind-induction models is analysed in this chapter using the
so-called LOS velocity fitting residuals. The results are presented through histograms of two residual statistics:
the mean bias (MB) and the root mean squared error (RMSE). More details and definitions can be found in [2].
Essentially, an “adequate” model shows average MB centered on and close to zero, while the RMSE should be
as small as possible.

10.1 Wind model
Figure 39 and Figure 40 show the distributions of MB and RMSE respectively. Here the wind field
reconstruction algorithms employ the wind model and the nacelle lidar measurements at 302m.
The MB is in the order of 10-4 ms-1. The distributions is well centered on zero (unbias model), with a low spread.
The RMSE takes values up to 0.2 ms-1 with an average of approximately 0.05 ms-1.
The MB shows comparable distributions independently of the use (or not) of the terrain correction in the fit
to the model, while the RMSE values are slightly smaller when the terrain correction is used.

Figure 39. Histograms of mean bias (MB) of LOS velocity residuals, for the case where the nacelle lidar
reconstruction uses the wind model at 302m. Left: without terrain height correction. Right: with terrain height
correction.
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Figure 40. Histograms of root mean squared error (RMSE) of LOS velocity residuals, for the case where the
nacelle lidar reconstruction uses the wind model at 302m. Left: without terrain height correction. Right: with
terrain height correction.

10.2 Wind-induction model
Figure 41 and Figure 42 show the distributions of MB and RMSE respectively. Here the wind field
reconstruction algorithms employ the combined wind-induction model and the nacelle lidar measurements at
three distances close to the rotor (61m, 72m, 83m and 95m).
The MB is in the order of 10-5 ms-1 – i.e. one order of magnitude lower than for the wind model. The distribution
is well centered on zero (unbias model). The RMSE is reduced by over 50% compared to the case where the
wind model was used, with RMSE values up to 0.06 ms-1 with an average of approximately 0.03 ms-1 .

Figure 41. Histograms of mean bias (MB) of LOS velocity residuals, for the case where the nacelle lidar
reconstruction uses the wind-induction model. Left: without terrain height correction. Right: with terrain
height correction.
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Figure 42. Histograms of root mean squared error (RMSE) of LOS velocity residuals, for the case where the
nacelle lidar reconstruction uses the wind-induction model. Left: without terrain height correction. Right: with
terrain height correction.
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Chapter 11
11 Power curve
This chapter shows the power curves obtained with the wind speed resulting from the different measurement
techniques and results presented in Chapter 7: the cup anemometer measurement, the lidar estimates using
the wind model and the wind-induction model (2D models). In this chapter, the terrain correction in the fit of
the lidar measurements to the models is systematically used (see Figure 25)
Those power curves were obtained with the exact same dataset (same 10-minute periods – same wind turbine
power, only the wind speed changes depending on the measurement and estimation technique).

11.1 Methods
The results are based on 10-minute averaged data. They are presented in terms of power curve scatter plots,
bin-averaged power curve and relative annual energy production (AEP).
The normalisation of data was performed on the wind speed using only air density corrections. The air density
was derived for each 10-minute period from the met. mast measurements close to hub height of air
temperature, pressure (extrapolated to hub height) and relative humidity. No turbulence intensity, shear or
veer normalisation was applied.
The AEP was calculated independently for each measurement system and technique using the extrapolated
power curves (for missing bins and high wind speeds) and standard Rayleigh wind speed distributions with
average wind speeds from 4 to 11 ms-1. For both the wind and wind-induction models, the relative AEP
difference expressed in % was calculated using the extrapolated power curve obtained based on the met. mast
measurements: 𝐴𝐸𝑃
− 𝐴𝐸𝑃
𝐴𝐸𝑃 .
For more details on the data analysis procedures, we refer the reader to the IEC 61400-12-1 standard ([1]) and
to the extended description in Chapter 5 of [2].

11.2 Wind model
Figure 43 (left) shows the power curve scatter plots with the cup anemometer. Figure 43 (right) shows the
power scatter plot obtained with the 4BWI lidar and the wind model. For both the lidar and cup anemometer,
the wind speed measurements are corrected using the site calibration.
The scatter can be due to the lack of correlation between the wind speed at the mast and the turbine locations,
the effect of the terrain on the flow and the turbulence intensity. In flat terrain, it is common to observe a
significant scatter reduction when using nacelle lidars as they measure the wind directly upstream the rotor
instead of a fixed location ([1], [2]). Such a scatter reduction is not observed here, or to a lesser extent. This
may be due to lack of correlation between the measurement location (302m upstream) and the turbine
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location, like for the cup anemometer, and maybe to the higher inadequacy (model uncertainty) of the wind
model and flow complexity at the Ogorje site, which is mountainous.

Figure 43. Power curve scatter plot. The wind speed is corrected using the site calibration and then normalised
using air density measurements. Left: hub height wind speed measured top-mounted cup anemometer. Right:
nacelle lidar wind speed estimate using the wind model at 302m.
Figure 44 displays the bin-averaged power curve obtained using the cup anemometer and the lidar estimate
with the wind model. The 10-minute data were grouped and averaged in wind speed bin of 0.5 ms-1. The lidar
power curve is slightly shifted to the left compared to the cup power curve. This is due to the 1.7%
underestimation of the lidar wind speed.
Consequently, the AEP obtained with the lidar wind speed estimate is higher than the cup anemometer wind
speed (e.g. 2.2% for an annual wind speed of 8 ms-1 – see Figure 45).

Figure 44. Power curve (bin-averaged). The nacelle lidar wind speed is estimated using the wind model at
302m. The hub height wind speed measured top-mounted cup anemometer is corrected using the site
calibration.
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Figure 45. AEP difference relative to the cup-based power curve using a Rayleigh wind speed distribution as a
function of annual average wind speed. The nacelle lidar speed is obtained using the wind model at 302m.

11.3 Wind-induction model
Figure 46 shows the power curve scatter plots with the cup anemometer (left, same as in Figure 43) and the
4BWI lidar (right) where the combined wind-induction model is used. The wind speed estimate for the nacelle
lidars is directly the free stream wind speed V output by the reconstruction algorithms, without any need for
site calibration. The scatter is clearly smaller. The lidar wind speed is estimated from measurements taken
closer to the rotor (61m to 95m) and therefore has a much better correlation with the wind speed at the
turbine location and therefore the produced power. Note also that at those distances the beams are closer to
each other than at 302m upstream, the wind speed is expected to be less heterogeneous between beams at
the same heights.
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Figure 46. Power curve scatter plot. Left: hub height wind speed measured top-mounted cup anemometer
and corrected using the site calibration. Right: nacelle lidar free wind speed (𝐕 ) estimate using the windinduction.
Figure 47Error! Reference source not found. displays the bin-averaged power curve obtained using the cup
anemometer and the lidar estimate with the wind-induction model. The lidar power curve is shifted to the left
compared to the cup-based power curve, with a larger shift than the power curve obtained with wind model,
as expected from the results observed in Chapter 7 – due to the 2.1% underestimation of the lidar wind speed.
In this case, the AEP obtained with the lidar free wind speed estimate is even higher (e.g. a relative difference
of 3.6% for an annual wind speed of 8 ms-1 – see Figure 48).

Figure 47. Power curve (bin-averaged). The nacelle lidar free stream wind speed (𝐕 ) is estimated using the
wind-induction model. The hub height wind speed measured top-mounted cup anemometer is corrected using
the site calibration.

Figure 48. AEP difference relative to the cup-based power curve using a Rayleigh wind speed distribution as a
function of annual average wind speed. The nacelle lidar free wind speed is obtained using the wind-induction.
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Conclusion
The main purpose of this analysis was to test in complex terrain the wind field reconstruction (WFR) algorithm
developed in Borraccino et al ([4]) for the specific purpose of power performance verification using nacellemounted lidars. The concept behind this method is to estimate the free wind speed at the turbine location
based on the lidar measurements taken close to the rotor (between 0.5 and 1 rotor diameters) and therefore
obviate the need for a site calibration. The WFR algorithms were further adapted in order to account for the
topographical variations in the vicinity of the turbine.
An Avent 4-beam Wind Iris nacelle lidar system was deployed at the Ogorje wind farm, a complex
(mountainous) site in Croatia. This new method has been evaluated by comparison to the results obtained
simultaneously with the standard method, which combines measurement using a mast-mounted cup
anemometer 2.5 D upstream of the turbine and a correction for the effect of the terrain on the flow based on
the site calibration performed before the erection of turbine.
We however believe that this comparison can be quite unfair to the tested method. The two reasons are first,
the inherent large uncertainty of the site calibration itself and secondly because, for this site, the site
calibration resulted in a speed-up while a speed-down would have been expected for a turbine located at a
lower height than the reference mast (and this was confirmed by a numerical site calibration).
The model fitting method using short-range lidar measurements and the wind-induction model showed very
promising results with a difference in free stream wind speed of about -2% when correcting the cup with the
experimental site calibration – the difference is +0.8% when using the numerical site calibration instead. For
comparison matters, the same method applied in flat terrain with a 5-beam Avent Demonstrator lidar had
given a 0.6% difference in wind speed (Nørrekær Enge campaign, [2]). This confers confidence in the new
method.
An intermediate step between the new method tested here and the mast-mounted cup anemometer
measurements is the wind speed estimate derived from nacelle lidar measurements at 2.5D upstream using a
simple wind model. This is the approach commonly used with nacelle-mounted lidars nowadays. Note
however that the wind field reconstruction algorithm applied in this report is different from the default
algorithm provided by Avent/Leosphere (Leosphere’s algorithm is based on measurements at only one range
as well but is using an analytical model while we have been using a model-fitting approach to the LOS speeds).
This method gave a 1.7% deviation to the cup anemometer measurements (compared to 0.03% in Nørrekær
Enge).
The height error is relatively small for this site (6m) and therefore has a relatively small effect on the
reconstructed wind filed characteristics. However, in a more complex terrain (e.g. with a larger height variation
between the turbine and the measurement locations) the adaptation of the algorithm to account of the actual
heights of the LOS relative to the terrain could make a significant difference (see Hill of Towie in [8]).
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ConclusionError! Reference source not found.

The power curve was measured with reduced statistical power uncertainty (lower scatter) when using the
nacelle lidar and the wind-induction model than with the IEC-standard method based on mast measurements
and the site calibration.
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Annexes
Annex A. Availability of nacelle lidar LOS raw
data – LOS0,1,2 of 4BWI
In this report, the 4BWI LOS availability is a statistics resulting from (DTU) in-house quality control of the lidar
unfiltered raw data. The analysis and filtering of data is described in details in Chapter 5. In this annex, the LOS
availability is plotted:




As a function of CNR (left) and LOS velocity (right);
For LOS 0, 1, 2;
See results for LOS 3 in Figure 23. Lidar LOS availability as a function of mean CNR. Left: for all data.
Right: data within the IEC sector (20-70 deg).Figure 23 and Figure 24.
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Figure A. 1. Availability of LOS 0 of 4BWI lidar as a function of mean CNR (left) and LOS velocity (right). Top:
for all data. Bottom: for data within the IEC sector (20-70 deg).

Figure A. 2. Availability of LOS 1 of 4BWI lidar as a function of mean CNR (left) and LOS velocity (right). Top:
for all data. Bottom: for data within the IEC sector (20-70 deg).
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Figure A. 3. Availability of LOS 2 of 4BWI lidar as a function of mean CNR (left) and LOS velocity (right). Top:
for all data. Bottom: for data within the IEC sector (20-70 deg).
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